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Adaptive manufacturing of high-precision optics based on
virtual deposition and hybrid process control techniques
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The challenge in rapid production of high-precision optical coatings is the need to realize a variety of com-
plex coating designs in one process environment. Two approaches to enhance a stable deposition process
are presented. First, a virtual deposition system is applied for a pre-selection of coating designs that result
in increased process stability using optical broadband monitoring strategies. Second, optical broadband
monitoring is combined with additional quartz crystal sensors to realize a hybrid process control for im-
proving layer thickness accuracy. Finally, a successful combination of both approaches is demonstrated by
comparative studies on virtual and real deposition processes.
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Under routine production conditions, iterative optimiza-
tion cycles are often needed if varying applications de-
mand very different highly complex coating designs.
This applies particularly if the process control requires
a control strategy development on an individual basis.
In contrast, the adaptive manufacturing concept should
enable a linear production chain without additional con-
sumption of resources by test runs. On one hand, pre-
cision and yield can be increased by choosing multilayer
designs with a higher chance of success. This decision
making can be supported by sophisticated simulation
software. Therefore, an effective virtual deposition sys-
tem will be presented. On the other hand, an enhanced
process control system for layer thickness determination
is essential to reduce the waste. This second approach
involves a hybrid combination of optical and non-optical
process control without the need for individual (design-
dependent) control strategies. In the present contribu-
tion, an optical broadband monitoring (BBM) system,
which evaluates in situ taken transmittance spectra, is
the key component in both approaches. The BBM sys-
tem allows for a fully automated process control based
on absolute transmittance values measured directly on
the moving substrates, as well as an online computation
of these data for a precise thickness determination.

This letter is organized as follows. Firstly, the con-
cepts of the virtual deposition system and the hybrid
process control will be outlined. The hybrid concept is
partly based on the alternating use of BBM and quartz
crystal monitoring for different layers in the stack, but
mainly on a new algorithm merging the two measure-
ments to stabilize the optical monitoring. Subsequently,
the results of real and virtual deposition processes will
be compared to prove the significance of the simulation
results. Finally, an experimental example will document
the positive effect of the combination of BBM and quartz
crystal monitoring.

The core idea of the virtual deposition system is the
use of the original process control software in combi-
nation with a simulation of layer growth and optical
measurement[1,2]. In the first step, the deposition simu-
lation is based on the given optical constants and rates for

the employed layer materials. For each simulated mea-
surement cycle, a transmittance spectrum corresponding
to the actual layer thickness is calculated and used as
input for the BBM software. In the second step, the
deviations caused by the main sources of error have to
be considered. Therefore, the optical constants (index
of refraction, extinction coefficient), as well as the depo-
sition rates, are varied by defined error parameter sets.
Furthermore, the simulation of the measured spectral
data reproduces the characteristics of the original spec-
trometer setup (noise, wavelength resolution). Besides
random errors, the error parameter sets include system-
atic effects, such as offsets or drifts.

Figure 1 shows the graphical user interface of the vir-
tual deposition system. It is divided into the BBM
interface (left window) and the simulation control win-
dow. On one hand, the BBM displays information in-
cluding transmittance spectra, target thickness, actual
thickness and rate, or status messages. On the other
hand, comprehensive adaptations of the process control
parameters are possible, if required. A more detailed
description of industrial environments in the well-proven
BBM system can be found in Ref. [3]. In addition, the
simulation control window allows for access to all pa-
rameters of the virtual deposition system. At present,

Fig. 1. Graphical user interface of the virtual deposition sys-
tem (left: BBM, right: simulation control).
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Fig. 2. Mean square error (MSE) as a function of the given
layer thickness of the actual layer (d real) and the optimiza-
tion parameter (d calc) of the BBM algorithm. Example:
VIS broadband anti-reflection coating, TiO2/SiO2, layer 4
(calculation includes already small deviations in layers 1−3).
The target point represents the target thickness of layer 4
(45.4 nm).

this virtual deposition system serves not only the BBM
system but includes a complete simulation of a quartz
crystal monitor as well. Depending on the chosen strat-
egy, each individual layer can be terminated by optical
or quartz crystal monitoring.

A basic way to realize hybrid process control is the
alternating use of BBM and quartz crystal monitoring
for different layers in the stack. In contrast, the hybrid
process control in this study evaluates simultaneously
the data of both monitoring systems to determine the
termination point of every layer in a stack. Below, the
primary concept of the hybrid system is outlined by an
example of the fourth layer of a multilayer broadband
anti-reflection coating for visual identification system
(VIS) spectral range.

Figure 2 visualizes the basic conditions for the BBM
algorithm to approximate numerically the given (actual)
layer thickness, d real, by a variation of the optimiza-
tion parameter, d calc. Plotted is the mean square error
(MSE) of the corresponding two transmittance spectra
(d real: measured spectrum, d calc: calculated spectrum
from target design). Looking at the surface, an “MSE
valley” from start to target point is observable, which
represents the ideal path for the BBM algorithm (white
arrow). Because of the minor thickness errors that oc-
curred in the underlying layers 1−3, the MSE valley is
additionally broadened in its middle. The depicted sit-
uation results in a possibility for the algorithm to leave
the ideal path (dotted arrow). It should be noted that
every existing path demands an increasing d real, while
an increasing or a decreasing d calc is possible. A de-
creasing d calc results in negative deposition rates, which
are processed by special error handling routines.

To overcome the described possibility of error, addi-
tional information based on the quartz crystal setup for
e-beam control is evaluated. In this enhanced BBM sys-
tem, the algorithm is guided by quartz crystal data in
a broader channel to pass critical positions successfully.
Independent of this interaction, the layer can be termi-
nated with high precision by the optical monitoring sys-
tem at the final stage. This characteristic distinguishes

the presented hybrid approach from related concepts in
which the process is still controlled by quartz crystal
monitoring[4]. Furthermore, extended error detection
algorithms on the basis of the available quartz crystal
data are integrated into the system. Another benefit of
merging the optical and non-optical monitoring data is
the possibility of refining the quartz crystal tooling at
longer deposition periods.

In general, the quartz crystal data can be substituted
by adapted time values within highly stable process en-
vironments. In addition to examples such as ion-beam
sputtering processes with inherent superior stability[5],
this requirement can be accomplished if a sufficient rate
control by quartz crystal monitoring is assured. Finally,
the enhanced BBM algorithm can be applied in real and
simulated environments because quartz crystal simula-
tion is implemented in the virtual deposition plant as
well.

The experimental results are presented for two deposi-
tion methods: an ion-assisted deposition (IAD) process,
and an ion-beam sputtering (IBS) process. The IAD pro-
cess is implemented on a Leybold SYRUSpro 1100 plant
equipped with a Leybold APSpro plasma source and a
cryo pump. The self-constructed IBS plant is provided
with a gridded high frequency (HF) ion source and two
turbo pumps.

The advantages of the described concept are demon-
strated by an example on the basis of two different
multilayer designs. Both TiO2/SiO2 designs A and B
fulfill identical transmittance specifications in the spec-
tral range of 550 to 800 nm (see Fig. 3). Furthermore, it
is important to notice that both designs are comparable
in their characteristics in principle: 31 layers, total layer
thickness ∼ 2.6 µm, total thickness of TiO2 ∼ 1.1 µm,
total thickness of SiO2 ∼ 1.5 µm, and no single layer
thickness < 30 nm.

In a conventional approach, the design stability is
tested by an analysis of the spectral deviations caused
by thickness variations[6]. The results of this procedure
are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b). In multiple iterations,
the individual layer thicknesses of designs A and B are
varied randomly up to 1.5% (relative) and 1 nm (ab-
solute), respectively. The blue error bars indicate the
maximum spectral deviations, while the red dots rep-
resent the mean values of the deviations. Comparing
the two graphs, there is no obvious difference in design
stability. Looking at minor differences, the mean values
suggest a slightly higher stability of design B (red dots

Fig. 3. Designs A and B, comparison of the transmittance
spectra (no backside reflection, yellow: area covered by
specifications).
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Fig. 4. Conventional design stability analysis of (a) design A
and (b) design B. (blue: maximum. deviations; red: mean
deviations, no backside reflection).

Fig. 5. Design A, IAD process, measured and simulated trans-
mittance spectra in comparison to the target spectrum (BBM
process control).

in the two transmittance peaks at 600 and 700 nm).
In contrast to the conventional design stability anal-

ysis, the described virtual deposition method produces
entirely different design evaluation results. At first,
the calculations are concentrated on the IAD process.
Figure 5 shows the resulting transmittance spectra of
three deposition runs of design A (blue), the theoreti-
cal transmittance (black), and several virtual deposition
runs of design A (red). The deposition processes were
not consecutively carried out with constant parameter
sets without any operator interventions. Apart from
the minor deviation of the experimental results from the
theoretical target, no obvious discrepancy exists among
the three deposition runs. Looking at the virtual depo-
sition runs, the mean value of the 100 simulation runs
is in good agreement with the measured data. Consis-
tent with the depositions runs, the simulations exhibit
high reproducibility, applying the IAD process and per-
taining error parameters. The standard deviation of the
simulation runs is too small to be reasonably plotted in
Fig. 5 (∼0.3% maximum in transmittance peaks). In this
context, it should be mentioned that the present contri-
bution is focused on systematical errors (e.g., of optical

constants) as the source of layer thickness deviations.
As the observed reproducible deviations considerably ex-
ceed the stochastic variations, the systematical errors
are dominant under given conditions. Overall, a high
stability of design A applying BBM monitoring within
the IAD process can be found.

Looking at design B, the situation depicted in Fig. 6
is quite different. Again, three deposition runs, the the-
oretical design, and 100 averaged simulation runs are
compared. In this case, a considerable discrepancy is
obvious between the target spectrum and the experi-
mental and simulation results, respectively. However,
the results of the real and virtual deposition runs are
again in good agreement. Consequently, design B ex-
hibits a significantly lower design stability than design A
if BBM monitoring is applied. To obtain this evaluation
before the first coating run, the application of a vir-
tual deposition system is necessary because competing
design analysis methods do not reveal this result. As
demonstrated above, the conventional design stability
test produces the opposite result: a preference of de-
sign A contrary to reality. In principle, the accuracy of
the BBM algorithm depends on the average difference
of the transmittance measurements from one monitored
thickness step to the next one[7]. However, in this case,
design-dependent accumulation effects are dominant;
therefore, the simulation is essential to evaluate design
stability.

Below, the cause of the lackness of performance of
design B within the IAD process is briefly discussed.
Within the real, as well as the simulated deposition runs,
the fault event is evidently indicated by the fact that the
deposition is aborted by the process control in layer 26.
Based on systematic deviations of the dispersion data, er-
ror accumulation effects result in a deterministic behav-
ior of the BBM system, as discussed above. Following the
close correspondence between simulation and reality, the
virtual deposition system calculates on the basis of a dis-
persion data set that is in better agreement with reality
than the data used by the BBM control system. In terms
of process development, this knowledge could be used to
refine the dispersion database for optical monitoring and
multilayer design. The described error accumulation
effect can be analyzed in detail employing the log files
of the BBM and the virtual deposition system. Figure 7
illustrates the MSE plot (see Fig. 2) related to the cru-
cial layer 26. Due to the accumulated thickness errors of

Fig. 6. Design B, IAD process, measured and simulated trans-
mittance spectra in comparison to the target spectrum (BBM
process control).
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Fig. 7. Design B, explanation for the observed premature
termination in layer 26. The path from the start to the
breakpoint depicts the “real path” taken by the BBM al-
gorithm. The given surface shape is a consequence of the
accumulated thickness errors of layers 1 to 25.

Fig. 8. Design B, IBS process, measured and simulated trans-
mittance spectra in comparison to the target spectrum (BBM
process control).

Fig. 9. Design B, IAD process, measured and simulated trans-
mittance spectra in comparison to the target spectrum (hy-
brid process control).

layers 1 to 25 (and the minor dispersion aberration), the
straight path from start to target point is not a distinct
“deep valley.” In addition, the real path taken by the
BBM algorithm is plotted from the start to the termi-
nation (break) point. The observable deviation is clearly
linked to the shape of the MSE surface, and finally leads
to a negative rate event (hitting an “MSE hill”). How-
ever, it has to be stated that such extremely critical
conditions caused by minor systematic deviations of the

dispersion data are only noticed for disadvantageous de-
signs. These designs are predetermined to be rejected by
the simulation runs.

To analyze the influence of increased process stability,
the design B experiment was repeated applying the IBS
process. Figure 8 summarizes the IBS results of 4 de-
positions and 100 simulation runs. As a consequence of
enhanced stability (especially of dispersion data), a sig-
nificant improvement as compared to the related IAD
graph (see Fig. 6) is documented in Fig. 8. Minimal
differences in the IBS and IAD theoretical transmit-
tance spectra are caused by minor design refinement
due to discrepancy in dispersion data. In contrast to
the IAD experiments, no premature termination was ob-
served within the IBS process. The measured spectra,
as well as the simulation results, are in good agreement
with the theoretical target and exhibit a strong corre-
lation to each other. Again, the 100 simulations and 4
deposition runs, respectively, have high reproducibility
due to dominant systematic effects. Thus, as expected,
plant-specific stability and variation parameters are of
fundamental importance. Based on identical BBM sys-
tems, the advantage of IBS over IAD could be clearly
demonstrated.

The results on the hybrid process control approach de-
scribed above are related to the example of the IAD pro-
cess. As depicted in Fig. 6, design B could not be suc-
cessfully produced under the given IAD conditions and
exclusive BBM control. Therefore, this experiment was
carried out again by applying the combination of opti-
cal and quartz crystal layer thickness control. Figure 9
shows the simulation and experimental results in com-
parison to the theoretical design. First, it is important
to note that in contrast to the previous attempt, the
31 layers could be successfully completed. Again, a good
correlation between the real and the simulated deposition
runs is observable. Looking at the discrepancy between
the theoretical design and the experimental results, the
hybrid controlled design B (Fig. 9) is comparable to the
BBM exclusively controlled design A (Fig. 5). However,
based on the statements above, a refinement of the dis-
persion data used by the optical monitoring system can
be expected to increase performance in both cases.

In conclusion, an adaptive manufacturing concept com-
prising optical BBM was presented. On one hand, the
virtual deposition system is useful as a reliable pre-
selection tool for multilayer designs assuring a maximum
yield. This significance was demonstrated by an example
of two different designs fulfilling identical specifications.
The pre-deposition conclusion that design A is superior
to design B could only be obtained by applying the vir-
tual deposition system. Moreover, experimental studies
based on IAD and IBS processes verified the theoretical
simulation results. Within the virtual deposition system,
as well as in reality, the IBS, advantage of higher process
stability could significantly improve the performance of
critical design B. On the other hand, the hybrid pro-
cess control concept combines optical and quartz crystal
monitoring to an enhanced BBM system. This approach
is capable of increasing the monitoring precision, espe-
cially by preventing fatal error accumulation and thus
the yield significantly. Based on an example of a design
which failed in the BBM monitored IAD process, the ad-
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vantage of the hybrid approach could be demonstrated.
Due to the fact that the virtual deposition system covers
the hybrid control as well, the benefit could be proven in
reality and via simulation. Consequently, the virtual de-
position system assists in the choice of not only the most
suitable design but also the most applicable error han-
dling concept. Furthermore, it is a versatile tool for pro-
cess development tasks such as refining dispersion data
or identifying sources of deviation.
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